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Navigation involves the planning of travel through the environment,
updating position and orientation during travel, and, in the event of
becoming lost, reorienting and reestablishing travel toward the destination. This chapter is concerned with human navigation performance
using a method of navigation known as path integration. We focus on
the functional properties of path integration as manifest in navigation
performance.

N A V I G A T I O N A L TERMS

We begin by defining a few important terms in connection with figure 5.1.
The instantaneous velocity of a traveler, depicted by the velocity vector in
the figure, has two components: the direction of motion over the ground,
referred to as course, and the velocity magnitude, referred to as speed. Course
is defined with respect to some reference direction, such as magnetic
north or true north. The facing direction of the traveler's body or vehicle
The authors are grateful to John Rieser and Tommy Garling for their helpful comments on
an earlier draft of the chapter.
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is referred to as heading, also defined with respect to the reference direction. For aircraft, watercraft, flying organisms, and swimming organisms,
course and heading frequently differ because of crosswinds and currents;
for terrestrial organisms and vehicles, course and heading are often decoupled by skidding, sidestepping, and backstepping.
Bearing refers to the direction from one point to another, measured
with respect to the reference direction; in figure 5.1, the bearing of a landmark fiom the traveler's position is shown. If one knows the bearing of
an unseen desired destination, one steers a course equal to its bearing.
Bearing dzpwence refers to the difference between two bearings fiom a common origin; thus, for two visible landmarks, the bearing difference can be
measured without knowledge of the reference direction. Heading-relative
bearing refers to the direction from a traveler to some other location,
measured with respect to the traveler's heading (Beall & Loomis 1996).
Thus, the heading-relative bearing of a visible landmark seen from an aircraft is its direction relative to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. Courserelative bearing refers to the direction from a traveler to some other
location, measured with respect to the traveler's course (Beall & Loomis
1996). Thus, the traveler proceeding to a visible landmark would need only
to null the course-relative bearing (i.e., align his or her motion with the
landmark). Finally, relative course is the inverse of course-relative bearing
and refers to the direction of motion with respect to identifiable locations
in the environment; as such, its determination does not require access to

FIGURE 5 . 1 . Depiction o f
navigational terms. Count is the
direction of the traveler's velocity
vector, measured with respect to
a reference direction, such as
north. Heading is the traveler's
facing direction with respect to
the reference direction. Bearing
refers to the direction from the
traveler to an object, such as a
visible landmark. Course-relati~e
bearingis the bearing of an object
with respect to the traveler's
course. Heading-rclati~ebearing
is the bearing of an object with
respect to the traveler's heading.
(Adapted from figure 1 of B e d &
Loomis 1996, by permission of
Pion Ltd., London.)
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a fixed reference direction. In recent years, there has been a great deal of
research on the visual perception of relative course based on optic flow (e.g.,
Crowell & Banks 1993; Cutting, Springer, Braren, & Johnson 1992;
Royden in press; Warren & Hannon 1990).

METHODS OF UPDATING POSITION A N D HEADING

The updating of heading and course can be accomplished in either of two
ways--direct sensing and integrating turn rate. If a reference direction or
azimuthal reference is afforded by amextended terresmal feature (e.g., a
mountain range) or some celestial feature (e.g., the sun), heading can be
determined o n the basis of sensing that feature (Mittelstaedt 1985).
Heading might also be directly sensed from the earth's magnetic field, but
the evidence that humans have magnetoreception is equivocal (see the collection of articles in the volume edited by Kirschvink, Jones, & McFadden
1985). Like heading, course is determined by sensing relative course with
respect to the environment and then relating this direction to the azimuthal
reference. If an azimuthal reference is not available, the traveler needs to
integrate turn rate over time to determine the turn since the last known
heading. Present heading is then the sum of initial heading and turn.
Consequently, present course is given by present heading plus the angular difference between course and heading.
Methods of updating position can be classified on the basis of kinematic
order: position, velocity, and acceleration (see also h m i s in press; h m i s
et al. 1993). Position-based navigation (called pilotagein aviation and pilutingin boating and in the animal literature) relies on external signals indicating the traveler's position; such signals would include those fiom
visible, audible, and odorous landmarks. Hoting to locations that are beyond
the current sensory field requires that the traveler have an external or internal map of the environment to be traversed. Methods of self-localization
("position fixing") include being coincident with a single landmark, computing position using distances to multiple landmarks (trilateration),
computing position using bearings or bearing differences to multiple
landmarks (triangulation), and computing position using bearing and distance to a single landmark; Gallistel (1990) discusses several other position fixing techniques.
Velocity-based navigation (referred to as dead reckoning or path integration) relies on external or internal signals indicating the traveler's
course and speed. Determining displacement fiom the origin is done by
integrating velocity, and, as such, requires no map. The measurement of
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velocity and turn rate can be based on either external (allothetic) signals
or internal (idiothetic) signals (Mttelstaedt 1985). Allothetic information
for locomoting organisms includes optic flow and acoustic flow; idiothetic
information includes a copy of the efferent commands issued to the musculature and afferent proprioception from the muscles and joints. For many
species, idiothetic information about turn rate is provided by the semicircular canals.
Acceleration-based navigation (referred to as inertial navigation or
path integration) involves the sensing of linear and rotary accelerations
and doubly integrating these values to obtain translational and rotational
displacements relative to the starting position and orientation (Barlow 1964;
Potegal1982). When conducted without an azimuthal reference, inertial
navigation has the virtue of not requiring allothetic information; as such,
it is independent of weather and other environmental conditions. Inertial
information is available to humans in the form of vestibular and somatosensory signals (e.g., mechanoreceptor responses to pressure against the
skin).
Electronic navigation systems used for aircraft, ship, automobile, and
now pedestrian travel use a combination of position-updating methods.
Radio navigation, including the use of global positioning systems (GPS),
is the dominant method, but when reception of transmitter signals,&f
dead
reckoning and inertial navigation serve as important backups (e.g., Loornis,
Golledge, & Klatzky, 1998; Loornis, Golledge, Klatzky, Speigle, & Tietz
1994). The latter methods are not sufficient by themselves, for they accumulate error that can be corrected only by position fixing.
Like electronic navigation systems, human and nonhuman species
make use of a combination of these methods (Able 1980; Baker 1981;
Barlow 1964; Gallistel 1990), subject to similar limitations. Fully understanding navigation by humans and other species will come about only by
recognizing these constituent methods and the hnctional properties they
confer on navigation performance. This is the premise underlying much
of the current research on nonhuman species.

PATH INTEGRATION:
DEFINITION A N D F U N C T I O N S

Path integration is the inclusive term-referringto the updating of position
on the basis of velocity and acceleration information (Etienne 1992;
Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt 1982; Wehner & Wehner 1986). Within the
classificatory scheme presented path integration is navigation based on means

other than position fixing. In the spirit of the latter meaning, we wish to
broaden the meaning of path integration to encompass navigation that is
not based strictly on the sensing of velocity and acceleration.
Consider the situation in which a traveler is walking through an unfamiliar town of narrow streets and the traveler's view is limited to the buildings on the street along which he or she is walking. If the traveled path
traverses a complex route without repeating route segments, the traveler
can know his or her location relative to the o r i g i ~only by way of path integration. Suppose that, instead of walking the route, the traveler is shown
a succession of photographic slides taken at "viewpoints" along the route
separated by 5-m intervals. Although the person no longer receives velocity and acceleration information, he or she might be able to determine the
displacements and heading changes between successive viewpoints by computations on the perspective views within each pair. On the scale of locations within a street segment (i.e., those that can be seen from one slide
to the next), we would say that the person is using piloting to determine
changes in location and heading. On the scale of the entire town, however, the person uses these local displacements and heading changes to determine current position and orientation relative to the travel origin. Thus,
we maintain that the larger-scale process of updating position is one of path
integration even though velocity and acceleration signals are not explicitly involved. To generalize, path integration is the process of navigation
by which the traveler's local translations and rotations, whether continuous or discrete, are integrated to provide a current estimate of position and
orientation within a larger spatial framework.
In his treatment of navigation concepts and animal navigation, Gallistel
(1990) noted several important functions of path integration. First, path
integration allows one to venture into unfamiliar territory for the purposes
of seeking a destination. Second, as one explores an unfamiliar region of
space, it is path integration that provides the traveler with an ongoing estimate of current position and, on this basis, allows the traveler to gradually integrate the isolated perspective views encountered into an internal
representation (cognitive map) suitable for subsequent piloting.

PATH INTEGRATION
I N N O N H U M A N SPECIES

Far more research on path integration has been done on nonhuman
species than on humans. Most of this research has examined return-toorigin behavior observed in connection with natural foraging or in
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experimental tasks devised by researchers. With respect to the former, the
animal travels outbound from the nest, actively searching for food; upon
finding it, the animal is often observed to travel along a direct path back
to the nest. With respect to the latter, the animal is induced to travel outbound dong the path of the experimenter's choosing; then, at some
drop-off point along the path, the animal attempts to return on its own
to the origin. Some of the species in which path integration has been implicated using return-to-origin behavior are the desert ant (Miiller & Wehner
1988; Ronacher & Wehner 1995; Wehner & Wehner 1986,1990), the honeybee (Esch & Burns 1996; Srinivasan, Zhang, Lehrer, & Collett 1996),
the funnel-web spider (Mittelstaedt 1985), the golden hamster (Etienne,
Maurer, & Saucy 1988; Stpinot, Maurer, & Etieme 1993), the gerbil
(Mittelstaedt & Glasauer 1991; Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt 1982), and several species of geese (Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt 1982; von Saint Paul
1982). The key to implicating path integration is the exclusion of piloting as a possible basis for the animal's behavior. This is typically accomplished either by eliminating any positional cues for piloting or by some
manipulation that makes the return response by piloting discrepant from
the return response by path integration and then showing that the animal
makes the return predicted by path integration. In the following, we
briefly discuss three examples of return-to-origin behavior to illustrate the
diversity of conditions under which path integration operates.
One of the most impressive examples of animal path integration is the
foraging behavior of the desert ant (genus Cata&pbus) as studied by
Wehner and his colleagues (Miiller & Wehner 1988, 1994; Ronacher &
Wehner 1995; Wehner & Wehner 1986,1990). Under the unremitting
sun of the Tunisian desert, the ant forages for dead insects tens of meters
fiom its nest in traverses extending hundreds of meters. In the absence
of landmarks suitable for piloting over such a large foraging range, evolution has provided the desert ant with an exquisite path integration
mechanism. Wehner and his colleagues have provided definitive proof that
the ant does use path integration, for after the ant has found the carcass
of a dead insect, the ant is passively transported to a grid marked on the
desert, whereupon it traverses a path to a location that would be coincident with the nest had it not been displaced. The ant indicates its arrival
at the estimated nest location by beginning a systematic search pattern;
further research has shown that the ant continues doing path integration
throughout this search (Miiller & Wehner 1994). That the ant can perform reliable path integration over thousands of strides indicates that the
path integration process is virtually noise-free. Several points should be

noted about this demonstration of path integration: (1) the ant actively
determines both its foraging for food and its search for the nest; (2) the
ant can determine its course and heading using the sun as an azimuthal
reference; and (3) the ant can, in principle, sense its speed on the basis
of efference copy of the muscle commands, afferent proprioception, and
optic flow. Ronacher and Wehner (1995) have shown that optic flow does
indeed play a role.
A second demonstration of return-to-origin behavior is described in
a study of goslings of various species (Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt 1982;
von Saint Paul 1982). At the outset, the goslings were imprinted on a human
foster mother. They were then transported in a cart with open sides
through a wooded and hilly region to a release point tens of meters fiom
the origin of travel. When the foster mother disappeared from sight following the release, the goslings proceeded to walk quite directly to the origin. Under a critical manipulation, the cart was covered during portions
of the outbound path to eliminate visual cues of travel. The goslings
ignored these portions of occluded travel as if they were stationary. Their
returns to the origin were those predicted by path integration during the
periods of unoccluded transport, even if the return was in the direction opposite to the true origin (thus ruling out piloting). This study indicates that
the goslings were doing path integration solely on the basis of optic information during the unoccluded portions of passive transport; that is, neither vestibular input nor proprioception was involved.
Quite the opposite basis for path integration is demonstrated in
our third example: homing to the nest by the golden hamster (Etieme
1992; Etienne et al. 1988; Stguinot et al. 1993). In these experiments,
the hamster is led by the experimenter using bait away &om the nest, which
is located within a large open arena. Upon receiving food, the hamster
heads directly back to the nest, even when vision is excluded. This
research shows that inertial cues and proprioception are sufficient for successful homing.
Another behavior implicating path integration is perceptually directed
behavior-the animal senses something of interest (e.g., prey) and then
attempts to locomote to it even though perceptual information about its
location ceases to be available during the traverse. In an investigation of
detour behavior of the toad, Collett (1982) conducted an experiment in
which toads were allowed to view prey through a fence. When the toads
attempted to detour around the fence, they encountered another barrier
that occluded further view of the prey; even so, the toads continued orienting roughly in the direction of the unseen prey, indicating both path
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integration and updating of the internal representation of the prey.
Similarly, Hill (1979) demonsaated path integration and spatial updating
in a species of jumping spider. This spider moves along branches seeking
insects as prey. Upon sighting prey, it begins traveling toward the prey while
visually orienting along the branch so that the prey is no longer within its
field of view. Every so often, the spider reorients in the expected direction
of the prey in order to sight it. In a series of elegant experiments, some
involving all three spatial dimensions, Hill demonstrated that the spider
uses its movement to update its representation of the prey. In still another
example, Regolin, Vallortigara, and Zanforlin (1995) found evidence of
spatial updating in two-day-old chicks attempting to circumvent a barrier
in order to reach an attractor.

MODELS OF PATH INTEGRATION
Although path integration is based on route information, the internal representation underlying path integration is very different from what is
referred to as route knowfedde. The latter is an internal representation of a
route that has been traversed; as such, it contains information about the
various path segments and turns as well as off-route landmarks that might
be used in subsequent piloting. In contrast, the representation underlying
path integration is a constantly updated abstraction derived from computations on the route information (e.g., travel velocity or the turns and
segments of the path). At a minimum, the representation consists only of
the traveler's updated location and orientation relative to the origin; consequently, using just this representation, there is no possibility that the
traveler can either retrace the route just traveled or proceed directly to any
point along the route other than its origin.
Two basic models of path integration can be distinguished by the fiequency with which updating of the representation occurs. In moment-tomoment updating, the traveler is continually estimating current position
and orientation on the basis of travel velocity and the prior estimate of position and orientation. In configural updating, the traveler maintains some
more elaborate representation of the traveled path and every so often updates
the estimate of current position and orientation based on the prior estimate
and the stored representation of the path. An extreme example would be
maintaining a complete representation of the path since the last position
fix (e.g., from piloting) and, when one needs to proceed to some previously
encountered location (e.g., the last fix or distinctive point along the route),
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computing the bearing and distance of that location on the basis of the stored
representation. A less extreme example would be periodically updating
the estimate of current position and orientation on the basis of the last
several straight segments and intervening turns; after each update, the path
representation on which it is based can be eliminated from memory. We
discuss a particular configural model and the motivation behind it later in
the chapter.
Almost all modeling of path integration has focused on moment-tomoment models; Benhamou and Stguinot (1995) and Maurer and Stguinot
(1995) review most of the extant models. We focus on three normative
models in connection with the return-to-origin task on the terrestrial
plane.* In the Cartesian model proposed by Mittelstaedt (1985), the
traveler maintains a representation only of current heading and position,
the latter expressed as Cartesian coordinates along two cardinal axes
(Mittelstaedt 1985) centered on the origin of locomotion. Polar models
use polar (spherical) coordinates for position and have been proposed in
two basic forms. The environment-centered form (Gallistel 1990; Miiller
& Wehner 1988) employs a representation consisting of the traveler's heading and the traveler's position, the latter of which is expressed in terms of
distance and bearing from the origin of locomotion; heading and bearing
are thus measured with respect to the environmental frame of reference.
The traveler-centered form (Benhamou, Sauvk, & Bovet 1990; Fujita,
Loomis, Klatzky, & Golledge 1990) represents the origin of locomotion
within the traveler's coordinate fiame and, thus, requires only two parameters: distance and relative bearing to the origin. Rieser (1989:1158) discusses the different functional implications of the two types of models.
Being normative models, they fail to predict the errors observed in returnto-origin behavior. Various modifications of these models incorporating
stochastic and systematic error, associated either with encoding of heading and velocity or computing of the updated position estimate, have been
proposed (Benhamou et al. 1990; Benhamou & Skguinot 1995; Fujita et
al. 1990; Maurer & Stguinot 1995; Miiller & Wehner 1988). Other
researchers have proposed mechanistic models of path integration (in the

"To keep the discussion simple, we consider translation only along the two spatial dimensions
of a terrestrial plane and rotation of the traveler about a vertical axis (which determines the
traveler's heading). Consequently, three degrees of freedom are sufficient to characterize the
position and orientation of the traveler. We also assume that the traveler has information, perhaps imperfect, about travel velocity (speed and course) and rotation rate.
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rat) based on research on hippocampal place and head-direction cells
(McNaughton et al. 1996; McNaughton, Chen, & Markus 1991; Wan,
Touretzky, & Redish 1994a).

H U M A N PATH INTEGRATION
SHORTCUTTING AND LEARNING OF SPATIAL LAYOUT

Much of the experimental research on human path integration has
employed tasks in which the subject uses movement-based information
to update the estimates of one or more locations encountered along the
travel path. The first such task is a version of the return-to-origin task, typically involving completion of a path consisting of a small number of straight
segments separated by turns (Beritoff 1965; Juurmaa & Suonio 1975;
Klatzky, Beall, Loomis, Golledge, & Philbeck unpublished; Klatzky et al.
1990; Loomis, Beall, Klatzky, Golledge, & Philbeck 1995a; Loomis et al.
1993; Mittelstaedt & Glasauer 1991; Passini, Proulx, & Rainville 1990;
Sauve 1989; Worchel1951,1952; Yamamoto 1991). In such a task, the
subject is led along the outbound legs of the path and then asked to travel
unaided to the origin in the absence of piloting information. In attempting to do so, the subject demonstrates his or her knowledge of the relationship between the origin and drop-off points on the basis of path
integration along the intervening path. Other variants of path completion
have had the subject indicate only the direction of the origin from the dropoff point, typically by pointing to it using a protractor (e.g., Able & Gergits
1985; Adler & Pelkie 1985; Baker 1985; Gould 1985; Klatzky, Loomis,
Beall, Chance, & Golledge 1998; Rieser & Frymire 1995; Sadalla &
Montello 1989; Sholl 1989).
The second such task requires the subject to indicate the spatial disposition of distinctive locations encountered during travel along a route.
In some studies vision is excluded, whereas in others vision is restricted by
occluding walls that permit vision of only the immediate environment. After
route traversal, knowledge of the spatial disposition of the different locations is assessed, on the basis of either estimated distances or estimated bearings (Allen, Kirasic, Dobson, Long, & Beck 1996; Baker 1985; Chance,
Gaunet, Beall, & Loornis submitted; Dodds, Howarth, & Carter 1982;
Herman, Chatrnan, & Roth 1983; Lindberg & Garling 1982; Ochaita &
Huertas 1993; Passini et al. 1990).
The third such task' involves learning the spatial disposition of a nurnber of target locations experienced in relation to a common origin
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(Juurmaa & Lehtinen-Railo 1994; Landau, Spelke, & Gleitman 1984;
Lehtinen-Railo & Juurmaa 1994; Loomis et al. 1993; Rieser, Guth, &
Hill 1986; Ungar, Blades, Spencer, & Morsley 1994). During the training phase, the subject is led from the home location to each of two or
more target locations; sometimes, multiple traverses are allowed between
home and each target location so as to allow better spatial learning of
the targets relative to home. During the testing phase, the subject is led
to one of the target locations, from which he or she either indicates the
bearings of the other target locations or attempts to walk directly to one
of them.
The motivation for much of this research derives from interest in
whether congenitally blind individuals are deficient in spatial ability relative to sighted and adventitiously blind individuals. Although some of the
studies cited previously found no differences between the groups, the evidence overall indicates that the congenitally blind perform more poorly,
suggesting deficits in spatial ability (Beritoff 1965; Dodds et al. 1982;
Herman et al. 1983; Juurmaa & Lehtinen-Railo 1994; Juurmaa & Suonio
1975; Landau et al. 1984; Lehtinen-Railo & Juurmaa 1994; Loomis et al.
1993; Ochaita & Huertas 1993; Passini et al. 1990; Rieser et al. 1986; Ungar
et al. 1994; Worchel 1951); see Golledge, Klatzky, and Loomis (1996b)
and Thinus-Blanc and Gaunet (1997) for reviews of much of this work.
Despite this general finding, the lack of visual experience does not preclude
the development of normal spatial ability, for there are congenitally blind
individuals who perform as well on these tasks as the best individuals
from the other two groups (e.g., Juurmaa & Lehtinen-Railo 1994; Loomis
et al. 1993).
Of the three tasks mentioned, path completion is the most direct way
of assessing path integration ability. A number of systematic laboratory studies have been reported. We discuss most of these in what follows; one we
do not discuss (an unpublished thesis by Sauve 1989) is briefly described
by Maurer and Stguinot (1995). In all of these studies, the subjects were
guided by the experimenter over the outbound route (either walking or
riding in a wheelchair) and were deprived of visual and auditory cues about
their position and orientation.
Klatzky et al. (1990) studied completion of paths consisting of from
one to three legs in the outbound portion. Twenty-one blindfolded
sighted subjects completed each of the 12 paths twice at each of two scales.
Subject trajectories were measured with a video tracking system. Figure 5.2
shows the two- and three-leg outbound paths and the results obtained at
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FIGURE 5.2. Performance of the average subject in an experiment on path completion (Klatzky et al. 1990). The eight panels show eight of the paths (identified by number) used in the experiment. The radius of each circle was 5 m. In each panel, X marks
the origin of travel, the large dot represents the terminus of the outbound path (two
or three legs), and the small dot represents the centroid of the stopping points of the
12 subjects. (Adapted &om figure 5 of KIatzky et d. 1990 by permission of the Helen
Dwight Reid Educational Foundation. Published by Heldref Publications, 1319
Eighteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-1802. Copyright 1990.)

the larger scale (circle diameters equal to 10 m). The X represents the
origin of locomotion and the larger filled circle represents the drop-off point.
Subjects were attempting to return to the origin. The smaller filled circle
represents the centroid of the subjects' stopping points.
As one would expect under the assumption that path integration is a
noisy process, path completion performance worsened with number of legs.
Mean absolute bearing error (the difference between return bearing and
correct bearing to the origin, which also equals the turn error) was 26 degrees
for the two-segment outbound paths and 35 degrees for the three-segment
paths at the larger scale. Absolute distance errors for these same paths were
175 and 250 cm, respectively. Interestingly, there was little influence of
scale on these two measures. Of particular interest is the poor performance
exhibited in path 11,which involved a crossover during the outbound path.
In addition to the large mean absolute errors, the mean signed errors were
generally different fi-om zero, indicating the presence of systematic biases
in path integration.
Sholl(1989) completed an extensive path completion study comprising
two experiments. One of these, employing 30 subjects, was similar to that
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of Klatzky et al. (1990), for subjects were guided while walking along the
outbound paths. She used a total of six configurations, two each of two,
three, and four legs in the outbound portion. Leg lengths were either 2.4
or 4.9 m. The two- and three-leg paths had one 4.9-m leg; the four-leg
paths had two 4.9-m legs. All turns within a configuration were either 90
or 135 degrees. At the drop-off point, subjects pointed in the direction
of the origin using a protractor. Mean absolute errors were not analyzed,
but mean signed errors showed little influence of number of legs. On the
whole, the average subject for each configuration performed well above
chance, even on the four-leg paths.
The second experiment, employing 29 subjects, was identical to the
first except that subjects were passively transported in a wheelchair.
Passive transport resulted in much poorer performance than walking, and
performance worsened with number of legs. Moreover, Sholl discovered
an important fact relating to individual differences. Prior to the wheelchair experiment, she had classified her female subjects on the basis of
performance on a paper-and-pencil task of spatial ability (the water-level
task), which she hypothesized reflected vestibular sensitivity. Subjects classified as "poor" on the water-level task performed more poorly on the
wheelchair path completion task than those classified as "good." In the
walking experiment, no such group differences emerged. Sholl interpreted
the wheelchair results in terms of differential sensitivity to otolith information, which is involved in sensing linear translations during passive
transport.
The most extensive investigation of path completion was conducted
by Loomis et al. (1993) as part of a larger study of spatial cognition in
blind and sighted individuals. Twelve blindfolded sighted, 12 congenitally blind, and 13 adventitiously blind subjects were led outbound along
two legs of a triangle and then attempted to return to the origin. Each
subject completed 27 triangles, created by crossing three values of the first
leg (2,4, and 6 m), three values of the second leg (2,4, and 6 m), and
three values of the intervening turn (60,90, and 120 degrees). Figure 5.3A
depicts the origin (marked with an X), the outbound legs, and the dropoff points (marked by the filled circles). Subjects held onto a pair of handlebars carried by the experimenter and were guided at a normal walking
speed over the two outbound legs, whereupon the subject attempted to
walk unaided to the origin. Subject trajectories were measured by a video
tracking system. None of the subjects exhibited good performance, and
there was considerable variation between subjects though no discernible
differences among the three groups (figures 2-5 in Loornis et al. 1993).
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The mean absolute errors in the response turn toward the origin were 24,
22, and 24 degrees for the cengenitally blind, adventitously blind, and
sighted subjects; the correspondingmean absolute errors in the return walking distance were 137, 107, and 168 cm, respectively.
Figure 5.3B gives the average return paths connecting the drop-off
points with the centroids of the stopping points, averaged over the 37 subjects, for the 27 different triangles. Analysis of these responses (Loomis
et al. 1993) revealed that the subjects made systematic errors that
depended upon the path parameters. The average subject turned too
little when large turns to the origin were called for and overturned when
small turns were called for. This is manifest in figure 5.3B by the tendency
for the different return paths to be directed toward points of convergence
that lie beyond the origin. Less apparent in the figure is the other error
pattern associated with the return distance: overshooting of short distances
and undershooting of long distances. Both patterns of systematic error suggest the presence of systematic error in the underlying path integration
process (either encoding the outbound path or computing the location
of the origin).
Fujita, Klatzky, Loomis, and Golledge (1993) proposed an "encodingerrorn model to account for the systematic errors in the Loomis et al. (1993)

FIGURE 5.3. (A) Depiction of the outbound paths in an experiment on triangle completion (Loomis et al. 1993). The X represents the origin of travel, and each dot represents the terminus of a two-leg path. The fitst leg was 2,4, or 6 m; the second leg
was also 2,4, or 6 m; and the turn was 60,90, or 120 degrees. (B) Performance of the
average subject. The large dots represent the termini from panel A and the small dots
represent the centroids of the stopping points of the 37 subjects. If performance were
pedct, the small dots would all coincide with the X. (Adapted from figures 2-5 of Loomis
et al. 1993.)
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data. The primary assumption of the model is that all of the systematic error
in subjects' performance is the result of error in sensing the outbound path
and representing that information in memory. Thus, it was assumed that
when subjects attempted to return to the estimated position of the origin,
they did so without systematic error. Justification for this assumption will
be given later.
The encoding-error model is an example of a configural model, as
defined earlier. The authors assumed that the values of the outbound
turns and leg lengths were encoded upon completion of the turns and legs,
respectively. The model fit to the data consists of encoding functions for
turn and leg length. The turn encoding function provides the internally
represented value for each stimulus turn value; the distance encoding
hnction does the same for distance. The encoding functions took the following form:

where t and d are the stimulus values of turn and distance, t' and d' are
the corresponding encoded values, kt and kd are slopes less than 1.O, and
it and id are additive constants different from zero.
To give some appreciation of the form of these encoding functions, we
consider the pattern of responses under two alternative models. In the first
of these, we assume moment-to-moment updating with correct encoding
of turn and underestimation of each footstep by a constant factor of 0.5.
The resulting encoding functions for the legs and turns would be

Figure 5.44 depicts the stimulus path (thick solid lines), internally represented triangle (dotted lines), and the predicted return leg (thin solid
line). The model assumes no error in execution of the actively produced
response (that is, the encoded path), in sharp contrast to the misencoding
of the passively guided outbound legs. Under this assumption of no execution error, the predicted return leg has the same length as the internally
represented return leg; similarly, the turns between the second and return
legs are the same for the physical and internally represented triangles.
Figure 5.4C shows the pattern of predicted responses under this
model. As can be seen, if there were a constant underestimation of each
footstep during the outbound path but no error during execution of the
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response, the subject responses would converge in the direction of the origin, but the observed return legs would all undershoot by the same proportion. (If, instead, subjects were to continue doing path integration using
the same encoding h c t i o n s on the return leg, performance would be without error.)
In the second alternative model, we again assume moment-to-moment
updating, this time with correct encoding of distance but constant underestimation of turn rate (with a proportionality constant of 0.5). The
resulting encoding hnctions would be

Figure 5.4B portrays one stimulus path and the corresponding internal representation. Figure 5.4D gives the predicted responses. In this
case, all of the returns pass off to one side of the origin, and return legs
for a constant stimulus turn terminate at a common point.
Fujita et al. (1993) found that nonzero intercepts in the encoding h c tions were required to account for the observed pattern of responses, both
for the "average subjectn as well as for most of the individual subjects for
whom fits were made. The fits for the average subject were as follows:
FIGURE 5.4. Predictions of triangle completion performance if subjects were consistently misperceiving the lengths of the outbound segments (panelsA and C) or consistently misperceiving the stimulus turns (panels B and D). (A) The heavy solid lines
represent the outbound path and the large filled dot represents the drop-off point. Under
the assumption that the subject perceived the outbound segments to be half as large as
they were, the short oblique dotted line represents the encoded second leg. Its upper
terminus represents the subject's encoded location after the second leg. If the subject
correctly perceived the length of the actively produced return, his or her perceived response
is depicted by the longer oblique line while his or her actual response is depicted by the
thin solid line. The small dot represents the stopping point of the subject's actual
response. (B) The heavy solid lines represent the outbound path and the large filled dot
represents the drop-offpoint. Under the assumption that the subject perceived the stimulus turn to be half as large as it was, the short oblique dotted line represents the subject's encoded location after the second leg. If the subject correctly perceived the
actively produced response turn, his or her perceived response is depicted by the longer
oblique line while his or her actual response is depicted by the thin solid line. The small
dot represents the stopping point of the subject's actual response. (C) Predicted
responses for underestimation of the outbound segments (panel A). The large dots represent the 27 drop-off points of the triangle completion experiment (see figure 5.3),
the lines represent the predicted responses, and the small dots represent the corresponding
predicted stopping points. (D) Predicted responses for underestimation of the stimulus turn (panel B). The large dots represent the 27 drop-off points of the triangle completion experiment (see figure 5.3), the lines represent the predicted responses, and the
small dots represent the corresponding predicted stopping points.

with t measured in degrees and d measured in meters. In spite of the
small number of parameters, the fits to the centroids of figure 5.4B were
excellent.
Nonzero intercepts in the encoding functions have no obvious interpretation in terms of moment-to-moment updating. Other evidence
that is inconsistent with moment-to-moment updating in human path
completion comes from an analysis of other completion experiments
(Klatzky et al. 1990; Loomis et al. 1993). This analysis showed that the
subjects' latency to begin the return toward the origin increased with path
complexity; the latencies for paths 9 and 11 (figure 5.3) were greater than
those for paths 5 and 7. If subjects had been doing moment-to-moment
updating, their current estimates of the origin should be independent of
complexity.
If performance in the path completion experiment of Loornis et al.
(1993) is incompatible with moment-to-moment updating, what utility
might there be in configural updating, with which the data are consistent?
It may be that when humans traverse paths with linear segments, they tend
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naturally to store the segment lengths and turns between them, in case the
need arises to reverse course anp retrace the configuration. If this should
be uue, however, such a strategy cannot succeed in the general case, for
it does not seem to apply naturally to paths that are varying continuously
in course.
The encoding functions fit to the average subject provide an accurate
encoding of stimulus values near the stimulus mean. This "regression to
the an" might be explained in two very different ways. The first is that
the encoding functions are immutable, with the correctly encoded values
fortuitously coinciding with the middle (and mean) values used in the experiment. The second possibility is that the encoding functions reflect an adaptation process, whereby the encoding functions center on the mean of the
stimulus distribution over some epoch of the subject's experience.
Klatzky et al. (unpublished observations) conducted a triangle completion experiment to distinguish between these two possibilities. They
devised sets of triangles, Wering in terms of the range of turn values (10-70
and 110-170) and in terms of the range of leg values (1-4 m and 4-7 m).
The Merent stimulus ranges were blocked so that during a given session,
subjects attempted to complete triangles having a limited range of values.
It was expected that if the encoding functions center on the stimulus mean,
the encoding functions would differ dramatically between the stimulus sets.
Only small shifts in the encoding functions were observed. On the other
hand, the encoding function parameters Wered from those fit to the Loomis
et al. (1993) data set. The authors concluded that the encoding h c t i o n s
are not immutable and do reflect the past experience of the subjects, but
that the epoch (or number of trials) over which the adaptation occurs must
be much longer than the sessions of this experiment.
This same experiment employed another manipulation of interest.
Some subjects were tested blindfolded, whereas others were tested with
a vision-limiting device. The device limited the ~ u b j e c tfield
' ~ of view to
the lower forward quadrant, such that only that portion of the floor within
1.5 m was visible. This afforded general optic flow information about rotations and translations as well as information about the upcoming path,
which was marked on the floor. The authors predicted that providing the
subjects with more information about the outbound path ought to
improve path completion performance. Performance did improve, thus
supporting the basic premise of the encoding-error model. Large errors
were still common, however, implying that optic flow is not sufficient to
eliminate the errors in human path integration even for such short travel
paths.

Although the four-parameter encoding-error model is modestly successful in accounting for triangle-completion performance, it does not
account well for performance with more complex paths (Fujita et al.
1993). For a more detailed treatment of the model and the experiments
used to test it, see Klatzky, Loomis, & Golledge (1997).
The data we have reviewed so far on human path completion clearly
indicate that humans are incapable of navigating precisely by path integration alone. Before concluding that path integration is of little use to
humans, we should consider that humans might do much better if permitted the sources of information available to other species, like the
desert ant, that perform exceedingly well in return-to-origin tests. As have
others that have been performed (Beritoff 1965; Juumaa & Suonio 1975;
Mittelstaedt & Glasauer 1991; Passini et al. 1990; Sauve 1989; Worchel
1951, 1952; Yamamoto 1991), three of the previously mentioned path
completion studies took care to eliminate allothetic information about heading and translational velocity. The fourth (Klatzky et al. 1997) did include
a condition with optic flow within a limited field of view, but significant
errors were still common. Research must be done to assess the accuracy
of human path integration under optimal conditions. These would include
the presence of an azimuthal reference (providing allothetic heading
information) and the availability of unrestricted optic or acoustic flow about
self-rotation and self-translation.
Another condition likely to promote better return-to-origin performance would be allowing the subject actively to plan and execute the outbound path. In all of the human path completion studies, an experimenter
guides the subject over the outbound path. Perhaps if the subject selected
the outbound leg lengths and turns, return-to-origin ~erformancewould
be much better.
Still another condition likely to facilitate performance is providing the
subject with a mental representation of some environment. Rieser and
Frymire (1995) had blindfolded subjects point to the origin after traversing
an outbound path of several legs. Subjects in one condition traversed the
outbound path without any mental image of the environment, whereas
subjects in two other conditions traversed the path while imaginally
updating objects that had either been viewed from the origin or had been
instantiated by remembering a known environment. Subjects without any
mental image did more poorly in pointing to the origin than those in the
other two conditions. Thus, even though a mental image of the environment provides no information about current position and orientation,
its presence in memory seems to facilitate path integration. The facilita-
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tion of path integration by spatial updating of imaginary off-route objects
is consistent with one hypothesis about the Micronesian navigators' use
of "Etaksn (imaginary islands) as they navigate from one Pacific island to
another (Gladwin 1970; Hutchins 1995).
HUMAN PATH INTEGRATION:
PERCEPTUALLY DIRECTED ACTION

Most of the research concerned specifically with understanding human
path integration has employed the path completion (or return-to-origin)
task. For this task the subject needs only to keep track of the origin with
respect to self. Quite a different task, perceptually directed action,
involves maintaining an internal representation of locations other than
the origin; it, too, is directly informative about path integration. In a perceptually directed task, the subject is presented perceptual information
(usually visual) about the location of a target and then attempts, in the
absence of further perceptual input about the target, to indicate the target location using some motoric response; the most common motoric
response is blind walking to the target. The aforementioned experiments dealing with detour behavior by the toad (Collett 1982) and
reorienting behavior by the jumping spider (Hill 1979) are examples of
perceptually directed action.
All perceptually directed walking tasks rely on three distinct processes:
'perception of the target location during stimulus exposure, updating of
self-position and self-orientation by means of path integration, and spatial updating of the internal representation of the initially perceived target on the basis of the updated self-position and self-orientation (Book
& Giirling 1981b; Loomis, Da Silva, Fujita, & Fukusima 1992; Rieser &
Rider 1991). Many experiments have been done on perceptually directed
action. Some of these have been done to assess the accuracy of distance
perception (e.g., Ashmead, Davis, & Northington 1995; Corlett, Patla,
&Williams 1985; Elliott 1986,1987; Fukusima, Loomis, & Da Silva 1997;
Loornis et al. 1992; Loomis, Klatzky, Philbeck, & Golledge 1998; Philbeck
& Loomis, 1997; Philbeck, Loomis, & B e d 1997; Rieser, Ashmead, Talor,
& Youngquist 1990). More of the experiments have focused on the
functional properties of path integration and spatial updating, which are
frequently treated as a unitary process (Amorim, Glasauer, Corpinot, &
Berthoz 1997; Book & Giirling 1981b; Corlett, Byblow, & Taylor 1990;
Corlett & Patla 1987; Easton & Sholl1995; Fanell& Robertson submitted;
Glasauer, Arnorim, Vine, & Berthoz 1994; Horn 1996; Israel, Chapuis,
Glasauer, Charade, & Berthoz 1993; Laurent & Cavallo 1985; Loarer &
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Savoyant 1991; May 1996; Mittelstaedt & Glasauer 1991; Pick & Rieser
1982; Presson & Montello 1994; Rider & Rieser 1988; Rieser 1989; Rieser
& Frymire 1995; Rieser, Pick, Ashmead, & Garing 1995; Rieser & Rider
1991; Thomson 1980,1983).
Here we review two experiments indicating the effectiveness of path
integration in perceptually directed action. The first of these, by Philbeck
et al. (1997), had subjects view targets and then walk to their locations without further visual input. The self-luminoustargets were located at eye level
1.5, 3.1, or 6.0 m fiom the subject and viewed either in a well-lit room
or in darkness. Under good lighting, the available distance cues permitted accurate perceptual localization of the targets, but in the darkened room,
the eye-level targets were generally mislocalized. In a given trial, the subject binocularly viewed the target for several seconds, after which the
subject attempted to walk without vision to the target along either a
direct or an indirect path, depending on instructions. The first leg of the
two indirect paths ran parallel to a wall that the subjects could feel. Upon
feeling the appropriate marker (either at 1.5 m or 3.0 m from the origin),
the subject turned and walked the rest of the way to the target. The question of interest here is whether the subjectswalked to the same point regardless of the path taken. Figure 5.5 gives the results for nine subjects in the
lights-on condition and nine subjects in the lights-off condition. For each
target the centroids of the stopping points for the three paths are shown.
In striking contrast to the pattern of return paths in triangle completion
(figure 5.3B) that fail to converge within the workspace, the walking tra- .
jectories converge for each target under both conditions. As expected, the
convergence points are nearly coincident with the physical target locations
in the lights-on condition, indicating quite accurate perception of the targets from the viewing point; also, as expected, the convergence points
deviate fiom the target locations in the lights-off condition because of the
impoverished distance cues in that condition. The fact that the centroids
are nearly coincident regardless of path indicates little systematic error in
path integration and in spatial updating.
In the second experiment (Loomis et al. 1998, experiment 3), seven
subjects either viewed a visual target or listened to an auditory target in a '
large open field and then attempted to walk to it without further perceptual input during the traverse. The target was either 3 or 1 0 m distant
and had a bearing of one of four values: 30 degrees left, 80 degrees left,
30 degrees right, or 80 degrees right (relative to the subject's iniial heading). On a given trial, the subject walked either directly to the target or
along an indirect path, the first segment of which was 5 m straight
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pletion. The latter shows greater systematic error, as manifest in the poor
convergence of the average return trajectories in figure 5.3B.We should,
however, note one qualification about comparing the data of the two taskstriangle completion involves two turns (one in the outbound path and one
for the response) in contrast to a single turn in the indirect walking
tasks. Incidentally, it is the absence of systematic error in most of the perceptually directed tasks cited above that motivated the critical assumption
of the encoding-error model of no systematic error in executing the return
to the origin.

Lights On

Vision

Audition

FIGURE 5.5. Performance of the average subject in an experiment on visually
directed action (Philbeck et al. 1997). In each panel, the viewing position is indicated
by the large open circle and the visual target by the large X. After viewing the target
(with room lights either on or off), the subject attempted to walk without vision to
the target's location, either along a direct path or along one of the two indirect paths,
the first segments of which were parallel to a wall. The small circles, crosses, and squares
nearest the target symbol represent the centroids of the stopping points of the nine subjects in each.group (lights-on and lights-off). (Adapted from figures 3 and 5 of
Phiibeck et al. 1997.)

ahead. The two left panels of figure 5.6 give the centroids of the stopping
locations for the auditory condition, and the two right panels give the same
for the visual condition. The centroids were closer to the targets in the
visual condition, indicating that visual distance perception was more
accurate than auditory distance perception under these conditions. Of
greater interest here is the congruence of the centroids of the stopping
points for the direct and indirect paths for all targets for the two sensory
modalities. This congruence, like that of the preceding experiment, suggests little systematic error associated with either path integration or
spatial updating.
The excellent performance in both experiments, which are on a scale
comparable to that of the triangle completion experiment of Loornis et al.
(1993), contrasts with the relatively poor performance in triangle com-

Origin

Origin

X Target
0

Stopping Point (direct)
Stopping Point (indirect)

Origin

Origin

FIGURE 5.6. Performance of the average subject in an experiment on perceptually
directed action (Loomis et al. 1998). In each panel, the viewing position is indicated
by the large open circle and the visual or auditory target by the large X. For purposes
of clarity, the data for the targets at 30 and 80 degrees azimuth relative to the origin
are presented separately in the upper and lower panels, respectively. After listening t o
the subject attempted t o
a sound source (lefipanelr) or viewing a target (~;4htpaneb),
walk without further visual or auditory input to the target's location, either along a
direct route or along indirect paths; the small inscribed x represents the turn point for
the indirect paths. The small open and filled circles represent the turn points for the
indirect paths. The small open and filled circles represent the centroids of the stopping points of the seven subjects for the direct and indirect paths, respectively, in each
of the two conditions (audition and vision). (Adapted from figure 7 of Loomis et al.
1998.)
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One likely reason that path integration is more accurate in perceptually directed action is that the subject plays a more active role in planning
the outbound path. Another possible reason might stem from the fact that
in perceptually directed action the locomotion goal (the perceived target)
is generally in the anterior hemifield, whereas in triangle completion the
locomotion goal (the origin) is in the posterior hemifield during most of
the outbound traverse. Thus, it is possible that spatial updating is more accurate for targets ahead than behind. Horn (1996) conducted an experiment
to address this very question. On a given trial, the subject viewed a target
off to one side, donned a blindfold, turned the body to position the
imagined target in front or behind, and then sidestepped while imaginally
updating the target. The subject then turned his or her body back to the
original heading (to control for heading prior to the response) and then
turned to face the updated target. Although there was a statistically significant effect of "spatial field" on the absolute error associated with fating the target, this effect was small and of no practical significance. Thus,
it appears that the more accurate path integration of perceptually directed
action is not explicable in terms of "spatial field."
lNPUTS FOR SENSING ROTATlON
AND TRANSLATION

Path integration in humans potentially relies on a number of allothetic and
idiothetic inputs, including optic flow, acoustic flow, efference copy of the
muscle commands, afferent proprioception, and vestibular signals from the
otoliths and semicircular canals. A number of studies have been conducted to assess the contributionsof some of these potential inputs to human
path integration.
One manipulation has been to assess whether proprioception contributes
to path integration. As mentioned earlier, Sholl(1989) found that walking the outbound path resulted in much better path completion performance than did passive transport in a wheelchair. A similar experiment by
Juurmaa and Suonio (1975) also found a difference, albeit a small one. Still
another by Loomis et al. (1995a) found little effect of travel mode. Mittelstaedt and Glasauer (1991) compared walking and passive transport in performance of both triangle completion and visually directed tasks. Wheelchair
performance was generally noisier (judging from their figures), but just as
important is their finding that manipulating walking speed and wheelchair
speed had opposite effects in both tasks, a finding for which they propose
a mechanistic account.
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The contribution of optic flow above and beyond those of idiothetic
inputs has been assessed in two experiments. Klatzky et al. (1997) compared
triangle completion in two conditions: without vision and with optic flow
restricted to the lower frontal visual field. Performance was slightly better with the restricted visual input than with no vision at all. Loornis et al.
(1995a) used a head-mounted virtual visual display with limited field-ofview as a means of providing optic flow information without landmark information. In their comparison of the vision and no vision conditions, there
were no obvious differences in triangle completion performance. Clearly,
more research is needed to determine the conditions under which optic
flow contributes to path integration.
The study by Loomis et al. (1995a) using a virtual display included
another condition of interest. Here the subjects remained seated in a stationary chair and received only optic flow about the outbound two legs
of a triangle. The turns toward the origin exhibited considerably more
error than in conditions where subjects walked under guidance or were
transported in a wheelchair. Optic flow permitted above chance responding but was less effective than inertial cues alone or inertial cues together
with proprioception.
Finally, a great deal of research has established that inertial information plays a role in path integration, broadly defined. Most of these studies, reported in a literature too voluminous to consider here, have shown
that humans are somewhat sensitive to inertial information produced during passive rotations and translations. Although much of this research shows
sensitivity to rotations and translations by way of the vestibule-ocular reflex,
other work has shown that humans update self-position and self-orientation on the basis of vestibular and other inertial cues (e.g., Berthoz, Israel,
Georges-Franqois, Grasso, & Tsuzuku 1995; Blouin, Gauthier, & Vercher
1995; Israel & Berthoz 1992; Israel et al. 1993; Ivanenko, Grasso, Israel,
& Berthoz, 1997). The above-mentioned studies comparing walking
and wheelchair transport indicate that inertial information results in
above-chance performance of path completion. A question that remains
is whether inertial information improves performance above and beyond
what is obtained with other inputs. In a triangle completion task involving walking, Worchel (1952) found that the subjects with poor vestibular function actually performed slightly better than normals and argued
for some compensation process. Glasauer et al. (1994) found that
labyrinthine-defectivesubjects did as well as normal subjects in a task of
visually directed action, judging on the basis of distance error. Based on
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the very limited evidence, it appears that if proprioceptive input is available, vestibular input is superfluous.
NATURAL SETTINGS

Given the significant performance errors in the path integration studies
we have reviewed, it might appear that path integration plays little role
in real-world human navigation. Concluding so would be premature, for,
as we have argued, a human navigating by path integration in the real world
often has access to sources of information (e.g., an azimuthal reference,
unrestricted optic flow, and visual matching of local perspectives) not yet
investigated in controlled studies.
In conclusion, we draw attention to some natural settings in which path
integration must play a critical role. First, path integration in its broadest
sense is involved whenever a person is exploring a novel environmentwithout an external map and without distant landmarks to permit updating of
position. The Micronesian navigators who travel over the open Pacific Ocean
toward distant islands clearly use some form of path integration, facilitated
by spatial updating of imaginary islands (Gladwin 1970; Hutchins 1995).
So do hikers, orienteerers, and hunters traveling through dense forest or
jungle; nomads traversing featureless expanses of desert; and sightseers
exploring old cities with narrow streets and alleys (Baker 1981; Hutchins
1995; Lewis 1976). Even more dependent on path integration are blind
individuals, for the limited tra'vel range of sound denies them distant
acoustic landmarks for the updating of position.
Other natural settings are less general, but no ~esHa part ofthe "real
world." Firefighters entering a smoke-filled building depend on path integration for positional awareness. Cave explorers (Monte110 & Lemberg
1995) and divers face the challenge of having to do path integration in all
three spatial dimensions. Finally, pilots flying under instrument conditions
while being vectored by ground controllers must engage in imaginal path
integration to maintain an estimate of their relationship to their destination and any hazardous terrain.
Obviously, the controlled laboratory research we have reviewed on
human path integration is greatly removed from navigation "in the wild"
(Hutchins 1995). As such, there may be reason to question its representativeness. The crucial question, however, is whether the experimental tasks
considered here tap the same basic processes as real-world navigation.
Confident that they do, we believe that this research is the necessary
starting point for understanding human path integration ability, for only
through controlled experimentation can one begin to appreciate how
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stochastic and systematic errors within the path integration process depend
upon the available sensory inputs and other aspects of the navigational
setting. We hope that an improved understanding of real-world path integration would follow from the extension of controlled studies to include
a wider range of allothetic sources of information. Better understanding
of human navigation, of course, requires research both on the functional
properties of piloting and on how piloting and path integration cooperate in determining navigation performance.

